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Development Density Objectives

• The development will feature three distinct 
character areas, which transition from a higher 
density centre to lower density, larger houses 
set against the existing landscape features.

• The primary access point serves the village core 
and help create an attractive, 7.3m boulevard 
through the site within the high-density 
development cell. 

• Dwellings on the site are no higher than 2 or 2.5 
storeys in scale.

The outline application provides 351 homes and 
1454sqm of Class E retail space on entrance to 
the scheme. The building density is measured by 
counting the number of houses within an area of 
land. For the Tanfield Lea development the total 
area can be calculated as: 

Total gross development area: 15.06Ha

Providing 351 Units at an average density of 
23.3dph.
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In regard to density, a key aspect of the scheme is to 

provide for variety of densities and dwelling forms. 

The density level and dwelling type has been informed 

by a number of factors including location within the 

development site as well as ensuring congruence of 

density within the site. The highest density levels of the 

scheme are  generally positioned near to the primary 

route. Internal to the development site Lower density 

dwellings are positioned adjacent to existing areas 

of landscape value or over proposed SUDS areas, 

providing a softer, lower density interface with existing 

landscape features where landscape will dominate over 

built form. This is most prevalent towards development 

edges.

As described, the retention of landscape features the 

site have created development which will comprise 

of several distinctive residential enclaves set within an 

attractive framework of open space and landscape.  

Beyond the site's primary route, access is provided to 

smaller interlinked development sections. It is a driver 

of design that these smaller development sections 

have their own identity and character through careful 

placement of development, dwelling design and in 

the majority of cases, a smaller area of open space 

with front aspect providing good levels of natural 

surveillance. 

It is a key driver of scheme proposals that the 

development looks to increase pedestrian permeability 

across the site. This has been achieved with a structured 

footpath network meandering through development 

clusters and areas of open space providing a safe well 

overlooked journey from both east to west as well 

as from north to south. In most instances, proposed 

footways through the site have been aligned with 

existing landscape features.

Key footpath linkages have been retained and 

celebrated through careful placement of development 

and the ability for new residential development to 

vastly promote pedestrian security through natural 

surveillance.

Additional detail in regard to connectivity to surroundings 

and the existing route network is provided within the 

access section of the DAS.

sustainable settlement at Tanfield Lea - fulfilling to all 

who live there.

To fully explain the design of the scheme and how 

dwelling formation and design interacts with the 

landscape, an urban design analysis of the site has 

been initiated. Spatial Syntax methodology considers 

the masterplan as a series of journeys. The journey is 

interpreted as a sequence of spaces, where architecture 

and landscape, work together to create an attractive, 

interesting and unique experience for residents and 

visitors alike. Gordon Cullen (1914-1994) believed that 

if designers could describe a journey through the 

proposed masterplan, they would necessarily engage 

with the three dimensional

opportunities and challenges offered by the plan.

The analysis of these challenges and opportunities is 

termed as Spatial Syntax. Spatial Syntax methodology 

considers the masterplan as a series of journeys. The 

journey is interpreted as a sequence of spaces, where 

architecture and landscape, work together to create 

an attractive, interesting and unique experience for 

residents and visitors alike. The Spatial Syntax diagram 

opposite is divided into a number of key indicator 

categories which serve to augment and assist in 

navigation and enjoyment through the development. 

These categories include:

Vistas and View Corridors

The distance views are termed Vistas or View corridors. 

The culmination of this long distance view is a significant 

building.

Corner Turner Unit

As the eye is drawn into  a view corridor, a road bends 

round to create visual interest, in this case .corner-

turning units. will be buildings which have a plan form 

that carries the eye around the corner.

Significant Buildings

Along main vistas, significant frontages or streetscapes 

will be created that are arranged to create an overall 

architectural composition.

Entry Points

Entry points will be celebrated by groupings of 

significant buildings.

Vista Stops

Vista stops contain views at the end of the view 

corridors.

Gateway Buildings

Gateway buildings will create legibility and help residents 

and visitors alike to understand the change in character 

of the hierarchy of routes, from the primary, secondary 

to the  more informal tertiary road framework.
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Area 1 - Proposed access into the development

Area 1 is the first impression of the development 

vehicular and pedestrian traffic will gain from the site 

when approaching from the south boundary and South 

Leigh (New Front Street). It is vital that the entrance to 

the scheme conveys the design aspirations of creating 

a scheme rich in landscape character with a 'landscape 

dominant character. Development in this location is 

designed to 'frame' the access into the development, 

with a combination of commercial and residential built 

Area 2- Primary route boulevard 'verge'

A consistent message of the primary route through 

the Tanfield Lea development is to continue to 

promote landscape character and dwelling variety 

whilst also allowing a clear and easily navigable path 

for both residential as well as non-residential vehicles 

which may access the existing building located to 

the northern boundary of the development. It is of 

vital importance in this location that the primary 

Area 3- Primary route open space

Area 3 is an excellent example to illustrate how the 

inclusion of small but key open space areas serve a 

number of key design functions. Area 3 is created 

as the primary route through the scheme begins 

to radially turn towards the eastern edge. Through 

the careful configuration of development, this has 

facilitated a triangular 'verge' area which becomes a 

smaller landscape area of value in its own right. This 

variance of verge width and character is fundamental 

form to one side of the primary route, and a large area 

of open space which also acts, in part, as the main 

SUDS area for the scheme. This key area of open space 

is also flanked by linear development described further 

in area 7 of this section of the DAS.

route through the scheme provides a clear and linear 

architectural language. Development in this location is 

a higher density development area, with a tighter linear 

response which mirrors the road profile in this location. 

The use of 2 and 2.5 storey dwellings in this location 

provide for enclosure, dwelling variance and the correct 

design response.

in increasing vibrancy interest and distinction within the 

development. It also serves as a key point of reference 

and navigation centrally to the development site. The 

final key design function of area 3 is to aid screening of 

the existing commercial unit located behind residential 

development in this location.
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Area 4 - Commercial unit interface

It is a driver of design that the scheme should 

successfully integrate the existing commercial unit as 

part of the development site. Area 4 shows how the 

unit has been included with a designated access point 

from the primary route, allowing easy passage for all 

non-residential traffic within the scheme. Key to the 

Area 5- Service route integration

A constant design principle of the Tanfield Lea 

development is to analyse development constraints 

and to translate these to defined and embraced design 

opportunities. Area 5, located to the northern boundary 

of the site, illustrates how a linear sewer easement 

has been retained with the associated easement area 

provided as open space and the use of dual aspect 

units to provide aspect and pedestrian security in this 

location. The retention of this easement and this design 

Area 6- Informal square

Area 6 of the Syntax plan illustrates the design principle 

of incorporating multiple areas of open space dispersed 

throughout the development site, especially to lower 

density development edges. Area 6 has development 

configured as an informal square, with development 

serving to subtlety enclose this space on all four sides. A 

variance of both adopted as well as private drive areas 

provide roadscape variance. This landscape principle 

allows for a small number of dwellings to feel in the 

success of this area is the interface between this unit 

and proposed residential development. Development 

near to the unit is arranged with a gable or rear elevation 

near to any development face. This allows amenity of 

both commercial as well as residential development to 

be protected and preserved.

device is repeated in other areas of the scheme. This 

principle of embracement of constraints has allowed 

the scheme to provide variety and richness through 

creative thought and a considered relationship between 

but form and open pace.

ownership of such spaces and they also provide key 

focal points throughout the scheme allowing the user 

to be easily orientated.

04 05 06
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Area 7 - SUDS/Wetland areas

Area 7 demonstrates the design principle of 

incorporating SUDS areas which will be flanked with 

development with a predominately front aspect over 

these areas. The large SUDS pond areas are divided by 

a meandering informal footpath network which allows 

the user of the scheme to walk around the development 

Area 8 - Informal open space south-east development 

area

Area 8 provides an area of open space accessed from 

a secondary link road, serving to become a key ‘green 

focal point’ of the southern section of development. 

The scalloped open space created at the intersection 

of two secondary routes provide a clear focal point and 

Area 9- Western Boundary

Area 9 further illustrates how the integration of services 

van be translated from a development constraint to a 

defined design opportunity retaining a service corridors 

to the western development edge, this not only allows 

existing boundary landscaping to be retained, it also 

with proposed development allowing excellent levels 

of pedestrian security through natural surveillance. 

The SUDS areas, formed at the low point of the site 

connect with existing green ‘fingers’ of landscaping to 

development edges.

clear ‘stop view’ when approaching from the east. The 

relatively small and intimate nature of the open space 

allows a small number of dwellings to feel more in the 

ownership of this landscaped area, especially the 5 

dwellings accessed via private drive.

helps to provide a greater separation distance between 

the rear garden areas of proposed development and 

non-residential usage beyond the boundary. This 

provides for a more considered spatial relationship.


